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ABSTRACT 
Cloud computing is an upcoming efficient networking computing 

environment. Our work proposes sharing an application across 

various clients of a host system via cloud computing. The sharing 

is performed between the host storage system and the remote 

storage system in a cloud computing environment. The Host 

storage device of the host system is updated to retrieve the 

application from the remote storage device that is shared through 

cloud computing environment. The application now can be 

accessed by the host processing devices. The application can be 

implemented on the host processing device without requiring any 

installation of the application on the host processing device. A 

bunch of function calls are performed between the operating 

system of the host processing device and the application residing 

on the host storage device. The system has a cloud interface 

between remote and host machines to update the host storage 

device about any changes in the application at the remote storage 

device. This leads to the better utilization of the cloud bandwidth 

and the host resources such as storage, processors etc. 

 
Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Systems and Software-

Distributed Systems; C.2 [Computer Communication Networks] 

: Distributed Systems Network Operating Systems. 

 

General Terms 
Computing theory 
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INTRODUCTION 

This topic has recently gained significant momentum and attention 

in both academia and corporate world. It’s generally accepted that 

cloud computing is a hot and new IT paradigm for users.  

The main idea is to make applications available on flexible 

execution environments primarily located in the Internet. 

Infrastructure as a service refers to the sharing of hardware 

resources for executing services[1].  

In short, cloud computing has become a significant technology 

trend and could reshape the IT sector and the IT marketplace. 

 

 

1.CLOUD COMPUTING 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1 What is Cloud Computing? 
Cloud computing provides a platform to use the shared computing 

resources[4]. It groups large number of computing servers and 

other resources and typically offers their combined capacity on an 

on- demand, pay per cycle basis. Cloud Computing refers to both 

the applications delivered as services over the Internet and the 

hardware and systems software in the datacenters that provide 

those services. End users can access the service “anytime, 

anywhere”, share data and collaborate more easily, and keep their 

data stored safely in the infrastructure. When a Cloud is made 

available in a pay-as-you-go manner to the public, we call it a 

Public Cloud; the service being sold is Utility Computing[5]. 

 

1.2 Why Cloud Computing? 
 If a user interacts with any online application, e-mail, online 

social networking, online slide show creation, online design tools, 

online mind mapping and file conversion, collaborative software, 

social media, online data storage or any other internet-based 

application, actually user interacts with Cloud Computing 

environment[5].  

Some applications are easy to use and others are waiting to get in 

touch with cloud computing. 

 

2. CLOUD COMPONENTS 

The cloud computing network consists of communicating cloud 

components such as WAN, remote storage, host storage. The cloud 

network is communicatively coupled with WAN, remote storage 

and host storage system. The host storage system includes multiple 

host processing devices communicating via LAN by using network 

switches and/or routers, wireless routers, DSL, cable modem. Data 

that is to be communicating between remote and host systems 

travel across a WAN and enter into the network cloud where it is 

connected with other data transmissions[2]. The WAN uses circuit 

switching and/or packet switching methods for enabling 

communication. The standard network protocols such as TCP/IP 

and/or Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) are used to perform 

deliver transport and addressing functions[3]. 

The cloud computing network consists of multiple storages which 

are clustered and partitioned into primary and archive storages. 

The archive storage becomes functional whenever primary storage 

suffers from any failure and unable to serve client access request. 

The clusters are associated with network switches/routers to enable 

communication among different parts of clusters. 
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3. ACCESS WITHOUT 

     INSTALLATION 
As illustrated in fig.1 an application installed on a remote storage 

can be accessed through cloud interface and passes it to the host 

storage of the host system. The two locators operational between 

remote storage and host storage as well as host system 

respectively. The two locators work in similar fashion and interact 

mutually in order to communicate appropriate application 

information stored in various locations of the system. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                               
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                        

 

Fig.1 Accessing without Installation 

 

4. EXECUTION MANAGER  
The application execution manager of the host system implements 

the application on a host processing device without installation in 

the host storage device. The execution manager retrieves and 

accesses the application from a storage device if: 

 

(a).The requested application do not exist with  

      storage device, and 

 

(b).WAN bandwidth is higher than LAN  

      bandwidth. 

 

The system includes host storage in the host system. The host 

storage and the other processing devices are communicatively 

coupled through the network to access the application from the 

cloud computing platform and store the application on a memory 

of the host storage[6]. The host processing devices accesses the 

application from the host storage and runs the application without 

installing the application on the processing devices.  

Further, the execution manager consists of examining module and 

host system configuration manager which is communicatively 

associated with the host storage device and the host processing 

device with LAN and transports the data independent of a WAN 

associated with the host storage device in the cloud computing 

platform.  

 

5. UPDATING MANAGER 
The host system includes the host cache which stores the data set 

output from running the application on the host processing device. 

The stored data set of application is couple with LAN and it is 

periodically updated by “Updating Manager”. Updating manager 

illustrated in fig.1 updates the host storage device and gets the 

application from a remote storage device of a cloud computing 

system. Whenever the application is required, the host processing 

device accesses the application from the host storage without the 

application at the host storage device[7]. The without installation 

on a host processing device signifies that the operating system is 

not modified. The application at host processing device can be 

deleted after the implementation to avoid any data duplication or 

unauthorized access[4]. 

 

CONCLUSION 
Cloud computing is an emerging computing paradigm for the IT 

leaders. The corporate giants such as Google, Dell, HP, Sun 

Microsystems, Yahoo and IBM are accelerating cloud computing. 

However, the discussed research facts in cloud computing are still 

inadequate and waiting for more efforts to repaint the IT sector.  

In this paper, we have drawn up improvement of network 

bandwidth utilization in cloud computing. This paper models cloud 

computing as a better and effective place for optimal usage of 

computer resources in LAN and WAN connectivity. The paper 

primarily promotes the accessing of remote application at client 

end without installing the application at client end. 
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